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NEW THIS MONTH
DID YOU KNOW: YOU CAN TEXT PHISH YOUR EMPLOYEES
Flash Forward
Did you miss Flash Drive Day, April 5? No worries—you can still
celebrate with new content available this month:
• Click Thinking Express
Topics include removable media, mobile devices and more.

Not all phishing happens by email, which is why we offer Short
Message Service (SMS) simulations, better known as text phishing.

• Two New Infographics
Learn how flash drives can infect and use our guide to Spring

Including SMS in your campaign

cyber cleaning.

rotation not only adds variety,
Flash drives and other removable media used to store and
transport data are often the targets of cyber thieves. They can
infect networks, harbor malware and lead to data breaches,

it provides next-level phishing
awareness training that benefits
employees and your organization.

making it all the more important to protect them.

Plan your text phishing simulation

Tax Emails for All Seasons

in the Content Center. Or contact

Tax deadlines may vary by

Search the word ‘tax’ in the name filter

today by choosing the SMS option
Barracuda Support.

country but whether you
do business in the U.S. or
elsewhere, you can count
on us for email templates
that approach the topic
from a variety of angles.
For a comprehensive look

QUICK TIP: SPEED IT UP
We live in a fast-paced world where content is digested quickly
on phones, on the go—anywhere. Keep pace with Click Thinking
Express, security awareness modules that take less than a minute to
view. Search for them in the training catalog using the term ‘CTE.’

at what’s available, use
the search term ‘tax’ in the
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email name filter. Chanc-

North America 1 408 342 5300

es are there’s something

Phone Europe +43 0 5081 007 800 or

you can use off the shelf
or modify to fit your exact
specifications.
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